In considering two-way contingency tables, one often is concerned with two types of models: the "two response, no factor" situation in which neither margin is fixed and the "one response, one factor" situation in which one margin (say row totals) is fixed and the other is not.
For the first case, the hypothesis of primary interest is one of independence or no association between the responses; while in the other case, the hypothesis of primary interest is one of homogeneity over the factor levels or equality of the distributions in the different rows.
This paper is concerned with the recognition of a third type of model which will be called a "mixed categorical data model of order 2" in the case of two-way tables. The experimental situation corresponding to such a model involves exposing each of n randomly chosen subjects from some homogeneous population to both levels of a binary factor (eg. control vs. treated) and classifying each of the two responses into one of r categories. The resulting data are then represented in the matrix of an rxr contingency table which will be assumed to follow a multinondal distribution. It is apparent that this is a categorical data version of the classical matched pairs design. As such, it has been studied in a somewhat different context recently by Miettinen I1968, 1969] One such model which will be the basis of inference in the remainder of this paper is that of Grizzle, Starmer, and Koch [1969] . As a result, test statistics are derived through weighted least squares analysis of certain appropriately formulated linear models and correspond identically with the minimum modified xf-statistics due to Neyman [1949] or equivalently the generalized quadratic form criteria due to Wald [1943] . Alternative methods are also appropriate in certain contexts; ego those of Lewis [1968] and Goodman [1970] which are based on maximum likelihood and that of Ku and Kullback [1968] based on minimum discrimination information.
To apply the methods of Grizzle, Starmer, and Koch (GSK) , it is first necessary to recognize the underlying factor-response structure for the data (see Bhapkar and Koch [1968] ). Since only the sample size n is fixed, this is a "two response, no fac tor" si tua tion. However, the hypothesis of interest is one of homogeneity over the factor levels;
i.e., there is no difference between the effects of control and treated.
This hypothesis can be formulated specifically as an hypothesis of marginal symmetry in the two-way First let us consider the following data (see Table 1 ) from case .. .. For the data in Table 1 L: (a. -a j ,) P jJ
between the right eye grade and the left eye grade. These are shown in Table 2 . The value of the average described.
is .0087. Hence which is identical to the value obtained for the X 2 test previously I .. .. the different factor levels are measured on seemingly different scales;
I I
i.e., propositus on a two-value scale and control on a five value scale.
In particular, let TI •• , denote the This difficulty can be resolved by formulating the hypothesis of marginal was then recorded for both the propositi and the controls. These data with respect to propositus and the j'-th level with respect to cont~ols.
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probability that a matched set is classified according to the j-th level I .. to the data in Table 3 Table 4 In the continuous case, the hypothesis of equality of treatment effects in mixed models is most appropriately tested by a Hotelling T 2 _ procedure (see Scheffe [1959] ) unless certain symmetry relationships hold in which case an analysis of variance test applies. Both of these tests together with certain non-parametric counterparts are described in Koch and Sen [1968] . Hence, it is apparent that in the general categorical data setting of interest here, the test statistics applied to the hypothesis of marginal symmetry bear the same analogy to the Hote1ling T 2 -test as the test statistics used in the previous section bore to the classical matched pairs t-test. For the data in Table 4 , the GSK approach led to a X 2 = 6.58 with D.F. = 2 indicating a significant difference (a = .05) between drugs. The reader is referred to that paper for the details leading to this result and the Appendix for the pertinent theory.
A more complex example can be seen in terms of the following data (see Table 5 ) of Lessler 11962] which have been described in Bhapkar and Koch 1l968J. In this case, there are two groups of male subjects in a study of the nature of sexual symbolism in objects: Group A members were not told the purpose of the experiment while Group C subjects were. Each subject was asked to classify as masculine or feminine (M or F) certain objects which had been previously characterized as being culturally Hence, this is a "three response, one factor" situation with Group being" order 3. Thus, one may call the data for the combined groups a "split plot readily formulated by using the GSK approach. First let us define the following relative frequency vectors for the two groups I .. in whiCh 11 is an overall mean, y is the differential group effect, A l is the linear effect of exposure, and A 2 is the non-linear effect of exposure.
The hypothesis of no grpup main effects may be formulated as and tested by using the hypothesis matrix and tested by using the hypothesis matrix while the hypothesis of no exposure rate main effects may be formulated as I .. Thus, it may be tested by applying the classical x2-test to this two-way • denote the probability of cell (jl·' j2"'" jd)
The more general Cases I and II of Koch and Sen allow for complex alternative to the type of test described in (2.4).
instead of the usual homogeneity test. Here, this test would be a Case IV hypothesis of equality of mean scores in the two-way table may be tested be written
The hypothesis of d-th order marginal symmetry on the one-way margins may duct multinomial distributions. As a result, the methods given here are subject effects, and hence in the case of categorical data, involve proDefine ¢~j to be the marginal probability of level j for the~-th dimen- factor" tables. However, here the underlying table is d-dimensional and the Pl;j are correlated with each other while in the "one response, one factor" tables the underlying table is two-dimensional and the Pl;j are independent of PI;'j for all 1;'~1;. Hence, in the underlying estimates of variance and covariance, the two types of procedures are quite different.
